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Evaluation Manouver Compatency Comments

Frontside Bottom Turn 6

A good bottom turn is so important to great surfing. You have a great base and natural technique. Remember to 
use different DEPTHS in your bottom turn to set up manouvers. EG Shallower/Early bottom turn for Forehand 
carve/Wrap and deeper bottom turn for finner and virtical snap. Remember to compress and hold your rail 
through the arc, touching/feeling water with trailing arm/hand as you come off the bottom and look towards 
your manouver section.

Finner 5

As discussed at camp I think this is an area you can improve. More tail release and drift. This can be achieved 
with a deeper bottom turn and a more virticle hit and release. You r technique is great(body/Arm/Leg 
placement and commitment)but much of the time you hit the section a little flat. So with limited strength its 
difficult to get tail high finner. Try and hit the finner a little more virtical and aim a touch higher. This will 
alow you to pivot and blow tail well above the lip line with control. The trick is also to release the tail but then 
maintain the drift with out over rotating and going into reverse.

Wrap 7

This is a great turn for you. Use it more as it is a great scoreing manouver. Rail surfing is so importsant and this 
is with out a  strength for you. This is a major manouver. Look for this manouver as a first turn if the lip isnt 
presenting itself immediately. Make this one of the manouvers your known for. Already excellent. MAke it even 
better. Know your strengths and weeknesses and practice both. More rail and power through second half of  
manouver

Air 4

Awesome to see you pull what was I think your 1st air rev. I think some specific air training at the HPC or other 
coaching facility will provide immediate improvements. Also try using an old inner tube on your skateboard. 
This straps you to the board and you can practice your airs at the skatepark and at home.

Cutback 6

I like that you use this manouver. Remember to use the rebound as a backside rentry/snap or even finner to 
make this a major. Again this manouver can still be used successfully as a major when other manouvers don't 

suit. EG a super fat flat section or even a heavy

Tube 4

Hard to rank this but I didn’t see much specific tube riding attemps. Really tough line up to crack at Aussie 
Pipe but had to score you lower because there were some barrels to be had. Hopefully we can do a trip in the 
future and do some barrel riding practice

Backside Bottom Turn 6 As above remember to use deep and shallower bottom turns for Virtical and carving surfing.

Virtical 4

As discussed this is an immediate area of required improvement. The back hand virtical is a very important 
backside manouver. When we discussed you did immediately complete a good attemped. BUT following did not 
continue to practice.

Snap 6 Good pocket snap which was your go to manouver. 

Finner 4
Didn’t see a great deal of finner action backside from memory. I would like you to concentrate and nail your 
backside virtical before going to this manouver as they are relevant to similare sections.

Air 3 As above air training and skate action required

Tube N/A

Break Evaluation 7 Great evaluation of Breaks and natural wave and break awareness. 

Wave Selection 6 Good wave selection

Manouver selection 6

Good knowledge of what manouvers to use on specific sections. Open your repertoire up with more vitical 
surfing whilst using your rail surfing (which is great) and you have more options to use for each section 
presented

Preperation 6
Always ready to go. Eating well and sleeping well. Do the simple things as best as you can. Food, drink Sleep, 
Equipment

Wave Point Average N/A

AV/Photo

Overall

Caleb you have a natural feeling for the ocean and natural basic technique. So the foundations are 
exceptionally strong and with ongoing work on some of the technical area's mentioned above your performance 
levels will move forward very fast. Recognise what you want to work on each session by watching the waves 
and deciding on what manouvers suit. Remember to continue to improve the manouvers you already are good 
at but also practice the ones you need to improve. There is so much good footage on line. Matt Wilko has an 
amazing back hand to check out in relation to vitical surfing as does Owen Wright. Check out Mick fanning for 
finner as I think his technique is great as is his contol. In relation to bettering your frontsidewrap. Look at your 
favourite surfers. Each surfer will do this manouver a little different. I love Jordy, Joel, Mick, Kalohe, Melling, 
Taj and off course slater


